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Overview
simpleText is a dynamic text inserter for HD and SD SDI system. Text can be written into pre-defined fields or
displayed as a right to left moving “ticker”. The system also provides for two layers of supporting graphics which
can, for example, be used as a channel ident and background strap for text insertion. A clock and calender are also
supported. This system has been designed as a compact low cost alternative to simple applications where
previously costly high end graphics systems would have been used.

Applications

Features
simpleText is a complete system. It consists of
Microsoft Windows applications to design layouts,
insert text and even includes a scheduler to
display pre prepared text over a 24 hour cycle.
The applications connect to the simpleText
channel hardware over TCP/IP. The main features
are:
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Graphic capabilities:
 A scrolling right to left text ticker
 Three single line text fields
 A timecode driven clock field (VITC/LTC/ATC)
 A calendar
 Full range of PC computer fonts
 Colour palette with transparency and
background
 Two layers of supporting graphics with alpha
key
Supporting PC applications:
netCrawler will enable the user to design and
upload up to 64 layouts for instant access.
simpleText inserts real time text either using a
manual interface or by the 24hour scheduler
where events can be set.
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The Hardware:
Up to six channels of simpleText can fit into a
1RU chassis. Each simpleText channel can
optionally have a mechanical relay bypass and
the chassis has an optional redundant PSU. The
hardware is multi-rate accepting SD and HD SDI
signals.
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Workflow
The simpleText 1-2-3 workflow consists of three stages:-

u netCrawler, where layouts are designed by positioning text fields and importing any supporting images and fonts
that will be required for the page.

v netCrawler , builds the design and sends it using TCP/IP to any selected simpleTxt hardware channel for playing
out.

w simpleText, inserts real time text that the user defines either manually or by using the automated scheduler.
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Chassis
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The simpleText hardware is the eyeheight CW-2 plug in module for the etherbox FB-9E 1RU chassis. The unit
takes ONE slot enabling a density of 6 units per 1RU.

simpleText channel (CW-2)
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Chassis connections
PANEL

I-BUS

232/422

ETHNET

GPI 2

GPI 1

PANEL
I-BUS
232/422
ETHNET
GPI 2
GPI 1

Main SD/HD SDI Input
Main Output
Main Output
Pre-Fader Output
Alternative RS232 Control
GPI control of faders
Timecode (LTC) for clock
For FP-9 manual panels
Connects chassis together
Auxiliary Control
simpleText TCP/IP
7 configurable GPI’s
7 configurable GPI’s

Hardware specifications
SDI Input
Input EQ
Return Loss
SDI Outputs
Anc Data
Line Standards
Delay
Power
Chassis
Weight
Temperature
Humidity

SMPTE compatible 270Mbit/1.4Gbit multi-rate.
Min 200M cable at 270Mbit, 100M at 1.4Gbit, Belden1694A.
<-15dB.
SMPTE compatible 270Mbit/1.4Gbit multi-rate.
Passes all anciliary data (embedded audio) without modification except for re-inserted CRCC’s.
525i, 625i, 1080i,720p at 24/25 (for p) and 50/60 (for i). Auto detect.
<5uS constant.
100V-250V AC 50/60Hz. Less than 50W per chassis with six channels installed.
FB-9E, Width 442mm, Height 44mm, Depth 300mm. IRU format.
<3Kg.
10-25deg C. Ambient, <55deg C internal.
Recommend 40-55%, limits 25-75%.
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System ordering information
simpleText is ordered as a complete system including all hardware necessary for a single channel (chassis, single
PSU, soft panel and a single CW-2 channel branding module) and all software necessary to layout and upload
content to the CW-2 and provide live data. An SD only version and a multi rate version (SD and HD) are available.

Order code format:

ST-6-X-R-P

X should be S for SD only version or M for multi-rate (SD and HD) versions.
R optional mechanical relay bypass from IN to OUT1A connectors. (Leave blank for no relay bypass).
P optional redundant PSU
For example:
ST-6-S is a simpleText system for SD only. There is no mechanical relay bypass and no redundant PSU.
The simpleText application and the netCrawler applications are delivered together with the hardware on a flash
drive.

Additional channel ordering information
Additional channels can be added by purchasing additional CW-2 modules (max. 6 modules per chassis)

Order code format:

CW-2-X-R

X should be S for SD only version or M for multi-rate (SD and HD) versions.
R optional mechanical relay bypass from IN to OUT1A connectors. (Leave blank for no relay bypass)
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